SERVING UAE CUSTOMERS FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS

A Global Technology Leader

The company’s broad-based capabilities set in three locations in the region include sales, engineering, training and customer support.

UAE FACTS

L3Harris is a global leader in command and control, integrated battlefield management and tactical communications, providing real-time collaboration across all echelons. The company provides a cutting-edge, continuous operations platform for situational awareness and staff functions.

For over 30 years L3Harris and the UAE have partnered to modernize communications. L3Harris tactical radios have delivered reliable, secure communications and are the foundation for high-performance, networked, wideband systems on the battlefield.

The company’s night vision and thermal devices integrate with radios and tactical networks, allowing soldiers to receive texts, alerts, video and graphics directly into their goggles’ display.

L3Harris provides advanced IP voice and data networks; secure, next-generation public safety grade LTE solutions for voice, video and data; and industry-leading multiband, multimode radios.

As a leader in image science, L3Harris provides geospatially based analytics, insight and answers with automated tools that make sense of geospatial data overloads. The company’s scientifically proven ENVI® analytics software turns geospatial imagery into knowledge.

L3Harris also designs advanced technologies that capture, analyze and visualize data from every altitude to improve understanding of weather and climate, and enhance Earth observation. The company’s electro-optical payloads and sensors are on multiple next-generation weather systems and our WESCAM MX systems, are a strategic capability within the UAE Armed Force for ISR and airborne attack capabilities.

L3Harris partnered with leading service providers to create strategically located L3Harris WESCAM Authorized Service Centers (WASCs) around the world, including a depot-level maintenance center in Abu Dhabi. These centers provide customers with support services to increase and maintain operational availability.

L3Harris is the world’s most experienced and technologically superior air traffic management (ATM) company connecting systems and operations across regions to provide secure, scalable air traffic growth for customers such as the Abu Dhabi Airport.

The company’s strong commitment to the region is reinforced by longstanding partnerships. L3Harris Atlas Systems, LLC – a joint venture between L3Harris and Atlas Telecom, a UAE-based technology leader – is at the forefront of delivering advanced capabilities for innovative intelligence solutions.
ADVANCED SOLUTIONS FOR CUSTOMERS IN THE UAE

DEFENCE
> Electronic Support Measures (ESM)
> Air Traffic Management (ATM) and Precision Approach Radar Systems
> Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Systems
> Secure Tactical Communications for Land, Air and Sea
> Manned-Unmanned Teaming (MUM-T)
> Electro-Optical/Infrared, Thermal and Fusion Systems
> Unmanned Surface Vessel (USV) Technology

GEOSPATIAL SOLUTIONS
> Nationwide Mapping
> Geospatial Analytics
> Custom Geospatial Software Solutions

PUBLIC SAFETY AND PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATIONS
> Radios, Dispatch Systems/Consoles
> Network Switching and Management

WEATHER AND ENVIRONMENTAL SENSING
> Spaceborne Sensors and Payloads
> Ground Processing and Distribution
> Ground-based Greenhouse Gas Monitoring Systems
> Weather Data Analytics

AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
> Telecommunications Infrastructure
> Voice Communication Systems
> System Wide Information Management
> Airport and Airline Operations Management

LOCATION IN THE UAE
> Abu Dhabi, Dubai
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